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Open Science – time to unlock the potential of the digital age
Overview
The key is the internet – digitization
Open science requires systems thinking
The value is making new knowledge from connections
Standards to make (machine) interoperable

Minimize technical, legal, financial and linguistic barriers
Effective

Ethical

Equitable

Collaboration not Competition for Global Goods
A reset for scientific careers new incentive measures
needed
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Open Science requires systems thinking done well it can democratize science
Open Access
1.
Digital free-to-access online
2.
Free to reuse (rights)
3.
Archived digital standards
Open Data to Managed Access
1.
Digital free-to-access online
2.
Managed Access for patient
data.
3.
Archived digital standards
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Open Science resources
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TDR & Open Science
Organizations and individuals should map themselves to this taxonomy
Open Access
1.
Digital free-to-access online
2.
Free to reuse (rights)
3.
Archived digital standards
Open Data --> Managed Access
1.
Digital free-to-access online
2.
Managed Access for patient
data.
3.
Archived digital standards
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Why is open science so important…?
+ve Open science enables:

-ve Open science enables:

Further work:

•

Scooping no attribution

•

Exploitation

• What are the benefits
individuals, nations, global
goods vs products

• Interoperability within a
discipline and across
disciplines (FAIR)

•

Anti-commercial

•

Wrong messages

• Transparency

•

Unsustainable

• New metrics to motivate and
reward

•

Chaos

• Reduce sovereignty increase
globalization

•

Inequity

• Build trust through strong
governance

•

…….

• …….

• Creation of new knowledge
• Automated sharing and
collaboration

• Quality assurance
• Provenance ->->-> Benefit
sharing
• Better peer review
• Faster results

• Define fair benefit sharing
community resources

• New business models
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Human Genome
Project - a new
paradigm in sharing ?
…..We applaud the decision by scientists
working on the Human Genome Project to
release raw fundamental information
about the human DNA sequence and its
variants rapidly into the public domain, and
we commend other scientists around the
world to adopt this policy.
© BBChttp://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/806819.stm

Joint statement President Clinton and Prime Minister Blair March 2000
https://clintonwhitehouse4.archives.gov/WH/New/html/20000315_2.html
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Alan Phillips/Gettyhttps://media.nature.com/lw800/magazine-assets/d41586-018-05462-w/d41586-018-05462-w_15848200.jpg

Use case: COVID-19 Data
Portal

•

•
•
•

Over 2,500,000 records across
molecular platforms and literature
Access to data resources and tools
78 linked “related” resources
Web, API and download

Use case: therapeutics discovery

Vaccines

Treatment

https://covid19.opentargets.org/

Use case: viral variation, tracking and planning vaccination

SARS-CoV-2 Data Hubs

data

COVID-19 Data Portal

data mobilisation

data access

analytical workflows

visualization & navigation

European COVID-19 Data Platform

Galaxy Project

CRG COVID Viral Beacon

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/

https://covid19.galaxyproject.org/

https://covid19beacon.crg.eu/
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Use case: by collating global clinical data ISARIC rapidly showed that young
children and older adults presented with unique symptoms, not captured by
current COVID-19 case definitions.
Data from cases around the world shared with ISARIC

Rapid analysis showed new trends
in symptoms at presentation –
alerting health care workers to
identify cases outside of the
published case definitions
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COVID-19 symptoms at hospital admission vary with age and sex: ISARIC multinational study. ISARIC Clinical Characterisation Group. medRxiv doi:10.1101/2020.10.26.20219519 & Infection doi:10.1007/s15010-021-01599-5

Open science and publication – time to reorder the process
•

(Nearly) all Covid-19
publications free-to-read in
the pandemic – admission
that subscription impeeds
progress.

•

In 2017 only a handful of life
science pre-prints less than
25,000

•

In 2021 EPMC indexes ++
300,000 mirrored by page
views

•

How are these used?

https://europepmc.org/Preprints
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Open science and publication: standards = usability

•

In 2017 only a handful of life
science pre-prints less than
25,000

•

In 2021 EPMC indexes ++
300,000 mirrored by page
views

•

How are these used?

https://europepmc.org/Preprints
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Use of pre-prints – calling time on subscriptions
• WHO repository IRIS 150 publications relating to Covid-19 - 25%
referencing pre-prints
• NEW development WHO Living Guidelines available online via the
MAGICapp
• 3 WHO Living guidelines for Covid-19.
Therapeutics 6 versions since November 2020.
Analysis of version 5 March 2021
• 44% of its references as pre-print
• 33% unpublished results shared with WHO
• Therefore < 25% from traditional published literature…….

https://app.magicapp.org/#/guidelines
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Use of pre-prints – calling time on subscriptions
Dr Maria van Kerkhove, WHO Covid-19 Technical Lead at
HDR UK conference June 2021

‘…publication in a high impact journal does not equal
quality…… it is important we need to receive data from
chemistry, engineering, architecture not just medicine…’
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Implications of pandemic for publications
•

Need to rethink publishing
1st Publish
2nd Open (meta) peer review
3rd Earn impact

• Why have impact factors?! - Like awarding the medals
BEFORE the race has run
• Traditional publishing model is no longer fit for purpose too
slow and no guarantee of quality

• It feels like we’re running electric cars on steam train
tracks
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Implications of pandemic for publications
• No such thing as the Version of Record – science is dynamic, changing
and evolving
• The concept of the ‘Journal’ is dead = wasteful and biased
• Role for post-published aggregations perhaps Papers of the month
• Open science must create the interoperable links across all stages and
disciplines. Links between the paper and the data are indivisible

All public science should be open access
Citizens should demand this
Pre-prints encouraged recognized and rewarded
João Batista Neto, CC BY 3.0
<https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons
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Open Science – time to unlock the potential of the digital age
Recap
Open science requires systems thinking
We all need to map ourselves to the open science
ecosystem
The value is making new knowledge from connections
Standards to make (machine) interoperable
Minimize technical, legal, financial and linguistic barriers
Effective

Ethical

Equitable

Collaboration not Competition for Global Goods
A reset for scientific careers new incentive measures
needed
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‘Research is born free
and everywhere is in
chains’

(apologies to Rousseau)

(these comments are my own….)
CC BY NC IGO 3.0
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